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Resilience-based water main rehabilitation planning
in a multi-hazard context
Zeinab Farahmandfar and Kalyan R. Piratla

ABSTRACT
Due to aging beyond the intended design life, many water mains in the USA are currently
deteriorated resulting in an increasing number of failures which challenge water utilities with
diminished supply reliabilities, loss of treated water, and numerous other societal issues. Water
pipeline systems serving regions that are naturally vulnerable to external hazards, such as
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earthquakes, pose additional challenges. Numerous vulnerabilities such as these must be
congruently analyzed for optimal capital improvement planning of water supply systems. A
resilience-based rehabilitation planning framework is presented and demonstrated in this paper to
coherently integrate the vulnerabilities of water pipelines to seismic hazards and natural
deterioration. The artiﬁcial bee colony (ABC), shufﬂed frog leaping (SFLA), and genetic algorithms (GA)
are investigated to identify the best performing optimization algorithm to be used in the modeling
framework presented in this study. A scenario of a real-world water supply system operating in the
earthquake-prone region in South Carolina is used for demonstrating the rehabilitation framework.
The study approach and the presented ﬁndings will provide guidance to water utility professionals in
optimal capital improvement planning to enhance supply resilience to a multitude of vulnerabilities.
Key words
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INTRODUCTION
Inadequate funding devoted to water infrastructure mainten-

ought to be coherently integrated for planning purposes.

ance over the past several decades has led to the current

The majority of the future capital improvement works in

state of pipeline deterioration that is increasingly threaten-

water supply systems (WSSs) will expectedly involve pipeline

ing the supply reliability goals of water utilities in the

rehabilitation projects, and consequently, it is important to

USA. A clear indicator of the critical state of water infra-

formulate a rehabilitation decision-making framework that

structure is the increasing number of water main failures

will coherently integrate multiple vulnerabilities to result in

reported from all across the nation (ASCE ). Further-

more resilient WSSs. Such a framework is presented and

more, water utilities operating in regions that are uniquely

demonstrated in this paper. An aging coastal WSS serving a

vulnerable to certain external hazards, such as earthquakes

seismically active region with an increasing consumer base

or landslides, need to be cognizant of the potential impacts

is chosen for demonstrating the rehabilitation planning fra-

and carefully consider them in capital improvement plan-

mework. The proposed rehabilitation planning framework

ning. Increasing water demands is another universal

is informed by an evolutionary optimization algorithm that

challenge inﬂuencing capital improvement planning by

maximizes water supply resilience to both pipeline deterio-

water utilities. A multitude of vulnerabilities such as these

ration and multiple seismic hazards.
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multiple hazards and the resulting vulnerabilities. An exception is the study of Yoo et al. (), which considered

Considerable efforts were devoted to developing rehabilita-

seismic and deterioration hazards in an integrated manner.

tion frameworks for WSSs in the past. The majority of the

They, however, used a simpliﬁed multi-criteria decision-

past studies used statistical modeling to forecast pipeline

making method for deterioration modeling and also did

deterioration trends into the future and subsequently ident-

not employ an optimization model for determining the effec-

iﬁed the critical rehabilitation needs within budgetary

tive rehabilitation strategies. Their assumption of a limited

constraints. The statistical deterioration models assumed

number of pipeline failures in seismic events is also unjusti-

various forms. For example, Shamir & Howard () used

ﬁed. This paper attempts to address some of these gaps in

an exponential model that determined the pipeline break

the body of knowledge on water pipeline rehabilitation

rate based on its age to estimate the optimal timing of pipe-

planning.

line replacement at least cost. Walski & Pelliccia () later
accounted for the inﬂuence of pipeline diameter and known
previous breaks and developed a similar exponential

STUDY METHODOLOGY

relationship as Shamir & Howard (). Andreou et al.
() presented two regression models to relate pipeline fra-

Water pipeline rehabilitation programs are complex capital

gility (or failure probability) with its age. They used a

improvement works involving considerable expense and it

proportional hazards model for the early life cycle stage

is therefore imperative to maximize the resulting beneﬁts

and a Poisson-type model for the later stage.

with least cost. Evolutionary optimization algorithms are

Another group of studies used the hydraulic capabilities

proposed to serve water main rehabilitation planning. Tra-

of the system in addition to the statistical derivations to

ditionally, water supply reliability has been a crucial goal

determine rehabilitation timing of pipelines. Many such

in the design or rehabilitation of water distribution net-

studies integrated optimization programs with hydraulic

works. It is, however, computationally challenging to

simulation tools. For example, Woodburn et al. () con-

quantify supply reliability and integrate it with optimization

nected a nonlinear optimization program with KYPIPE to

programs, especially for large WSSs. Consequently, numer-

identify the pipeline renewal needs at least cost. Halhal

ous surrogate measures of supply reliability referred to as

et al. () similarly connected a multi-objective messy gen-

resilience metrics have been proposed and demonstrated

etic algorithm (GA) with EPANET program to congruently

(Todini ; Tanyimboh & Templeman ; Prasad &

minimize costs and maximize hydraulic beneﬁts while deter-

Park ; Cimellaro et al. ). Using a previously

mining the pipeline renewal needs. Dandy & Engelhardt

demonstrated resilience metric, a rehabilitation planning

() scheduled pipeline replacement and also determined

framework is presented in this paper to maximize WSS resi-

the new diameters using an integrated optimization-simu-

lience to two different uncertainties, namely, pipeline

lation framework. Dandy & Engelhardt () later used a

deterioration and seismic vulnerability. Predicted growth

multi-objective GA to develop cost vs. reliability trade-off

in water demand has also been accounted for in the pro-

curves for choosing pipeline rehabilitation options. Nafi &

posed rehabilitation framework.

Kleiner () also employed a multi-objective GA for
identifying and planning pipeline replacement needs syner-

Resilience analysis

gistically with known road works. Yoo et al. ()
recently presented a framework for prioritizing pipeline

A previously proposed ﬂow-based resilience metric, pre-

rehabilitation needs based on both deterioration rate and

sented in Equation (1), is used for quantifying WSS

hydraulic considerations. They accounted for internal and

resilience in this study (Farahmandfar et al. ). The resili-

external pipeline stressors in their framework.

ence metric appropriately blends both robustness and

Although several previous studies presented rehabilita-

redundancy dimensions of the 4R-Resilience approach

tion planning frameworks for WSSs, not many considered

presented by Bruneau et al. (). Pipeline availability
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et al. ). Additionally, cured-in-place-pipe (CIPP) and

(1  P fj ) represents robustness while
nodal
degree



P i 
( Nj¼1
1  Pfj ) and buffer nodal head hi,t  hi,t character-

close-ﬁt slip lining are other popular lining alternatives that

ize the redundancy available in the WSS (Farahmandfar

offer structural enhancement in addition to the hydraulic

et al. ):

beneﬁts (Piratla et al. ). It is assumed in this study that

R¼

t¼1

i¼1




qi,t  hi,t  hi,t
j¼1 1  P fj
P PNn  
4 × td
t¼1
i¼1 qi,t hi,t

cement mortar lining would be used for non-structural pipe

Ptd PNn PNi 

rehabilitation due to its wide popularity in North America
(1)

(Deb et al. ); as a result, only the improvement in
C value is accounted for in this study while using cement

where R is the resilience value; td is the number of time
steps in the demand pattern of the studied WSS; Nn is the
total number of nodes; Ni is the total number of links connected to node i; Pfj is the failure probability of link j; qi,t
is the demand of node i in time step t in liters per min (1 liter
¼ 0.26 gallons); hi,t is the actual total head at node i in time
step t in m (1 m ¼ 3.28 ft); and hi,t is the minimum required
total head at node i in time step t in m.

mortar lining. Pipeline replacement (i.e., both with the
same diameter or larger diameter pipeline) entails installing
a new pipeline in place of the deteriorated pipeline using
either an open-cut or a trenchless construction method.
Pipe bursting is a trenchless replacement method that not
only requires minimal excavation (Selvakumar et al. ),
but is also shown to be environmentally friendly (Ariaratnam
& Sihabuddin ; Ariaratnam et al. ). Pipeline replacement is expected to enhance its structural integrity and also
improve the hydraulic capacity (Kleiner et al. ). It is

Rehabilitation framework

less practical to drastically upsize an existing pipeline and
therefore it is assumed in this study that ‘replacement with

The proposed rehabilitation framework employs an evol-

larger diameter’ option installs a new pipeline with a diam-

utionary optimization algorithm to determine the optimal

eter upsize of 101.6 mm (or 4 inches). In order to evaluate

set of pipeline rehabilitation actions that will maximize

the inﬂuence of each candidate solution resulting from the

WSS resilience subjected to budget and other physical con-

optimization algorithm on WSS resilience, a hydraulic simu-

straints (Farahmandfar ). In order to be able to use the

lation model of WSSs developed using EPANET 2.0

ﬂow-based resilience metric from Equation (1), pipeline fra-

(Rossman ) software is coupled with the optimization

gility analysis is carried out for both single and multiple

algorithm. The overall rehabilitation cost (CO) is calculated

hazard scenarios to derive individual and integrated pipe-

using the following equation:

line

failure

probabilities.

Pipeline

deterioration

and

earthquakes are considered as the two hazards in this study.
WSS resilience, calculated using Equation (1), can be

CO ¼

Nr
X
i¼1

Ci ðDi , Li Þ þ

Nl
X



Cj Dj , Lj

(2)

j¼1

improved through either strengthening the pipelines (i.e.,
increasing robustness) or adding more hydraulic energy

where Nr is the number of links chosen to be replaced; Ci(Di, Li)

(i.e., redundancy). Therefore, any pipeline could be left as it

is the cost of replacing pipe i of length Li with diameter Di;

is or rehabilitated using one of the following methods:

Nl is the number of pipelines chosen to be relined; Cj (Dj, Lj)

(a) relining, (b) replacement with the same diameter pipeline,

is the cost of relining pipe j of length Lj and diameter Dj.

or (c) replacement with a larger diameter pipeline. Relining

Several evolutionary optimization algorithms, such as

provides smoother internal surface with an increased

GA, have been used in the past for water main rehabilitation

Hazen–Williams coefﬁcient (C ) while, at the same time, pro-

planning (Halhal et al. ; Dandy & Engelhardt ; Nafi

tects the pipeline from further corrosion if it is a metallic or

& Kleiner ). Other comparable algorithms popularly

reinforced concrete pipe. Several lining technologies, such

used for non-linear optimization problems include shufﬂed

as epoxy lining and polyurethane lining, are becoming

frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) and artiﬁcial bee colony

increasingly popular and complementary to the conventional

(ABC), which were reported to have performed better than

cement mortar lining for water pipeline rehabilitation (Deb

or on a par with GA (Karaboga & Akay ). This study
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tested these three algorithms to determine the best-suited

β and x are coefﬁcients that are, respectively, considered

one for use in the proposed rehabilitation framework.

to be 0.269 and 0.0023, as suggested by Alvisi & Franchini
(). These parametric values ensure that the fragility
post-rehabilitation is less than that prior to it (Farahmandfar

Pipeline fragility analysis

).
On the other hand, estimated pipeline repair rates (RRS)

Water pipeline deterioration has been popularly classiﬁed
into structural and functional deterioration (Kleiner &
Rajani ). Structural deterioration weakens the pipeline
either through loss of thickness or other defects that
diminishes the ability to withstand stresses. On the other
hand, functional deterioration diminishes the hydraulic
capacity through higher frictional losses. Structural pipeline
deterioration, which has been the primary focus in the relevant literature, leads to increasing failures of a pipeline.
The estimated repair rate (RRD) of a pipeline from structural
deterioration is calculated in this study using previously
developed regression models presented in Wang et al.
(). Wang et al. () developed deterioration models
that related estimated annual repair rates of pipelines to
their material, diameter, length, and age. Their models are
presented in Equations (3)–(5) for cast iron (CI), lined ductile iron (DI), and PVC pipelines, respectively. Due to the
usage of logarithm functions, Equations (3)–(5) cannot be
used to estimate repair rates of replaced pipelines with an
age value of zero. The deterioration model presented in

due to modeled seismic hazards are calculated using probability of signiﬁcant liquefaction as follows (ALA ;
Farahmandfar et al. ):


RRS ¼ 1  PLiq RRTGD þ PLiq RRPGD

(7)

where PLiq (or PLPI) is the probability of liquefaction in percent obtained from a liquefaction potential map; RRTGD
and RRPGD are the number of estimated repairs (km1
year1) due to transient ground deformations (TGD) and
permanent

ground

deformations

(PGD)

hazards,

respectively.
A detailed description of these two primary types of seismic hazards for buried pipelines and the procedures used to
estimate RRTGD and RRPGD are presented in Farahmandfar
et al. (). The following equations are used to estimate
RRTGD and RRPGD (Farahmandfar et al. ):
RRTGD ¼ K1 Kt × 0:00241 × PGV

(8)

RRPGD ¼ K2 Kt × 2:58 × PGD0:319

(9)

Equation (6) has been used to estimate pipeline repair
rates post-replacement (Alvisi & Franchini ).
2
log RRD
i ¼ 4:85  0:021agei þ 0:000245agei

þ 0:00281Di  0:905 log Li  1:4 log Di

where PGV is peak ground velocity in cm/sec (1 cm ¼ 0.39
(3)

K2, and Kt are correction factors for pipe size, material,

log RRD
i ¼ 3:36 þ 0:00015Li × agei  1:11 log Li
 0:646 log agei  0:254 log Di
log RRD
i ¼ 2:69  0:898 log Li  0:745 log agei

and current structural health, as discussed in Farahmandfar
(4)

(km1 year1); agei is the age of pipe i (year); Li is the
length of pipe i in m; and Di is the diameter of pipe i in mm.
(6)

where RRD,0
is the repair rate of the replaced pipe i (with
i
age equal to zero) due to deterioration (km1 year1); and
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et al. (). K1 is 1, 0.5, and 0.5 while K2 is 1, 0.8, and 0.5 for
CI, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and DI pipe materials, respect-

(5)

where RRD
i is the repair rate of pipe i due to deterioration

¼ βexDi
RRD,0
i

inch); PGD is permanent ground deformation in cm; K1,

ively (Farahmandfar et al. ).
The pipeline fragility (or failure probability) due to individual hazards is estimated using Equations (10) and (11)
assuming that the repair rates follow Poisson probability distribution (Su et al. ; Fragiadakis & Christodoulou ).
Pipeline fragility indicates the probability of having at least
one failure on a given pipe segment:
PDfj ¼ 1  e

RRD
Lj
j

(10)
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RRSj Lj

PSfj ¼ 1  e

(11)

where PDfj is the failure probability of pipeline j due to
deterioration; and PSfj is the failure probability of pipeline j
due to seismic hazard.
Integrated pipeline fragilities for combined loading of
deterioration and seismic hazards are estimated using the
following equation based on the Wen’s load coincidence
(WLC) theory (Aktas et al. ; Wen ):
h


P fj ¼ 1  e

is the estimated
both seismic and deterioration loads; RRDS
j
repair rate of pipeline j when deterioration and seismic
hazards occur simultaneously; and PDS
is the failure probfj
ability of pipeline j when deterioration and seismic
hazards occur simultaneously. It should be noted that P fj
is the failure probability of pipeline j when subjected to

South Carolina are used to demonstrate the proposed pipeline rehabilitation framework (Farahmandfar et al. ).
The layout of the WSS in the study area (hereafter
CWSS) is depicted in Figure 1. CWSS comprises pipelines
that add up to about 150 km (1 km ¼ 0.62 mile) in length.
CWSS has 1,474 demand nodes and 1,874 individual

steel (GALV) materials and their sizes varied from
25.4 mm to 609.6 mm in diameter. Measured by length,
DI accounted for about 72% of CWSS pipelines followed
by CI with 20% and the rest accounted by PVC and
GALV. Measured by length, 152.4 mm diameter pipelines
accounted for most of about 47% of CWSS pipelines. A
comprehensive review of CWSS features can be found in
Piratla et al. ().

j for the occurrence of deterioration and seismic hazards
simultaneously.
DS
The combined repair rate (RRDS
j ) and fragility (P fj ) of a

given pipeline j is estimated using the following equations
after assuming that seismic and deterioration hazards are
independent events:


¼ 1e

¼ RRSj þ RRD
RRDS
j
j

(13)

(14)

Furthermore, growth in water consumption demands is
accounted for using the following equation:


DRG y
qi,t,y ¼ qi,t,0 1 þ
100

(15)

where qi,t,y is the demand at node i at the end of a target year
y; qi,t,0 is the current demand at node i; DRG is the annual
demand growth rate (percentage) which is assumed as 4%
in this study.
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Data for the WSS in the Charleston peninsula region in

the same time, while PDS
fj is the failure probability of pipeline



|

DEMONSTRATION

both seismic and deterioration loads but not necessarily at

 RRDS
j

66.8

of either DI, CI, polyvinylchloride (PVC), or galvanized
(12)

where P fj is the failure probability of pipeline j subjected to

PDS
fj

|

pipe segments. The majority of CWSS pipelines are made

i

RRD
PDfj þRRSj PSfj þRRDS
PDS
j
j
fj
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Figure 1

|

Layout of the WSS in the Charleston peninsula region.
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Estimated deterioration-related repair rates of CWSS

that the LPI will be greater than 5 (PLPI>5), which is the

pipelines are calculated using Equations (3) and (4) while

approximate threshold for sand boil generation (Toprak &

the fragilities are estimated using Equation (10) (Farah-

Holzer ). The CWSS LPI map categorized the study

mandfar ). A reasonable age of 50 years is assumed for

region into the following three zones: (a) PLPI>5 ¼ 10%; (b)

CWSS pipelines due to lack of age data. Figure 2 presents

PLPI>5 ¼ 45%; and (c) PLPI>5 ¼ 95%. Such a categorization

the distribution of CWSS pipelines measured by length

can be interpreted to mean that PLPI>5 ¼ 95% zone is

based on their deterioration fragilities. As per Figure 2,

roughly two times as likely to liquefy as PLPI>5 ¼ 45%

71% of CWSS pipelines have fragility values of less than

zone (Farahmandfar et al. ). The seismic fragility distri-

20%. Furthermore, it is observed from the fragility estimates

bution of CWSS pipelines by length is presented in Figure 3.

that the average fragility of DI pipeline segments of CWSS is
about 7% more than that of CI pipelines.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that about 43% of CWSS
pipelines measured by length have seismic fragilities of

Besides the deterioration vulnerability, it was evident

less than 20% while only 4% have seismic fragilities of

from the 1886 earthquake that the CWSS region is also vul-

more than 80%. It is also observed that CI pipelines are

nerable to moderate to severe seismic activity (Robinson &

more vulnerable to the seismic hazards with an average seis-

Talwani ; Dutton ; Hayati & Andrus ). As a

mic fragility of 33% compared to DI pipelines with an

result, capital improvement planning for CWSS serves as an

average seismic fragility of 22%. The seismic fragilities did

interesting case study where not only aging infrastructure

not seem considerably distinct for small and large diameter

issues need be addressed, but also measures ought to be

CWSS pipelines. It is also observed that the average seismic

taken to make CWSS more resilient to seismic hazards. The

fragility of CWSS pipelines located in the 95% LPI zone is

seismic repair rates (RRS) along with seismic fragilities (PfS)

almost three times greater than that of the pipelines located

are estimated for CWSS pipelines using Equations (7) and

in the 45% LPI zone. Expectedly, seismic fragility estimates

(11), respectively, following the procedure presented in Farah-

are found to be highly sensitive to LPI values based on

mandfar et al. () after assuming a peak ground

which they were derived (Farahmandfar et al. ).

acceleration (PGA) of 0.3 g which corresponds to a MW of ∼7.

The integrated pipeline fragilities due to the combined

It should be noted that the map of liquefaction potential

loading of deterioration and seismic hazards are calculated

index (LPI) developed for the study region by Hayati &

using Equations (12)–(14). Figure 4 illustrates the integrated

Andrus () was used to derive the estimated seismic

fragilities of CWSS pipelines, while Figure 5 presents the dis-

repair rates for CWSS pipelines. Liquefaction potential of

tribution of CWSS pipelines measured by length based on

a region is characterized using the estimated probability

their integrated fragilities. It is observed that the average

Figure 2

|

Distribution of CWSS pipelines measured by length based on their deterioration fragilities.
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75% while it is 66% for DI pipelines. Similar to seismic fragility distribution, the average integrated fragility of smaller
and larger diameter CWSS pipelines is found to be
indistinct.
An optimization algorithm is used to determine the best
rehabilitation strategies that will maximize the ﬂow-based
resilience of CWSS within given budgetary constraints
when deterioration and seismic hazards are considered
together. Three speciﬁc algorithms are tested in this study
to determine their respective capabilities in producing the
best solutions for various budget constraints. The ﬁrst algorithm is GA comprising 150 generations per run, using a
simple point crossover probability of 0.75, and a uniform
mutation probability of 0.01. The second algorithm is
SFLA with 50 iterations, 10 frogs per memeplex, and the
memeplex size of 100 and the third algorithm is ABC with
50 iterations per run and colony size of 80 (Farahmandfar
).
Rehabilitation budgets ranging from $25 million to $30
million in increments of $1 million are used as constraints
Figure 4

|

in the optimization algorithms in various scenarios. The
Integrated fragilities of CWSS pipelines.

cost of rehabilitation is calculated using Equation (2),
assuming relining cost of $0.387/mm/m ($0.387 per mm of

pipeline fragility due to the combined loading is 69%. Fur-

diameter per meter of pipeline) (or $3/inch/ft) and a repla-

thermore, it can be observed from Figure 5 that 44% of

cement cost of $1.04/mm/m ($8/inch/ft) (Farahmandfar

CWSS pipelines have very high (i.e., 80–100%) integrated

). These unit costs are inﬂation-adjusted prices obtained

fragilities, followed by 28% CWSS pipelines with moderate

from the literature, assuming that pipe bursting is used for

integrated fragilities (i.e., 40–60%). It is also observed that

replacement and cement mortar lining for relining (Boyce

the average integrated fragility of CI pipelines is about

& Bried ). Lining a pipeline using the non-structural
cement mortar lining method will result in signiﬁcant
improvement of the roughness (i.e., Hazen-Williams (C))
coefﬁcient (Deb et al. ). It is assumed that the C value
of a pipeline after it has been lined would be 120. It is
also assumed that the pipeline would be downsized by
15% with the lining option; although it should be noted
that the liner thickness, in reality, would vary with the
host pipe size depending on numerous other desired features. On the other hand, when a pipeline is replaced, not
only will its Hazen–Williams coefﬁcient increase (Kleiner
et al. ) but also its structural capacity will be enhanced
(or fragility improved). It is assumed that the C value of a
replaced pipeline would be 140 which is a typical value

Figure 5

|

Distribution of CWSS pipelines measured by length based on their integrated
fragilities.
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Summary of the rehabilitation features

Rehabilitation action

Diameter

Hazen–Williams coefﬁcient

Failure probability

Relining

Decreases by 15%

Increases to 120

Does not change

Replacement with same diameter pipeline

Does not change

Increases to 140

Decreases to the failure probability
of the replaced pipeline

Replacement with larger diameter pipeline

Increases by 101.6 mm

Increases to 140

Decreases to the failure probability
of the replaced pipeline

(e.g., DI) (Farahmandfar ). Table 1 summarizes the reha-

alternative for each hazard scenario. Similarly, budget distri-

bilitation features used in this study.

butions for different rehabilitation alternatives are presented

The optimization

algorithms

are integrated with

in Figure 8.

EPANET 2.0 using its toolkit library in the MATLAB pro-

It can be observed from Figures 7 and 8 that all the three

gramming environment in order to quantify the ﬂow-based

hazard scenarios have somewhat comparable distributions

resilience of CWSS using Equation (1). Figure 6 presents

of pipeline length and budget spent on the three rehabilita-

the resilience improvement trends of the three algorithms

tion alternatives. It is, however, observed that the actual

for various budget constraints based on the best solutions

pipelines selected for rehabilitation are considerably differ-

obtained over ﬁve separate runs of each algorithm. It can

ent for each hazard scenario; although somewhat similar

be observed from Figure 6 that GA performed better than

in characterization. The observed difference is quantiﬁed

SFLA and ABC algorithms and, consequently, it is chosen

using a percentage difference parameter. Percentage differ-

to be used in the proposed rehabilitation framework.

ence represents how different rehabilitation strategies are

The GA-based rehabilitation framework is used to

for a given pair of hazard scenarios and it is calculated as

further investigate the types of pipelines selected for rehabi-

the ratio of summation of the length of pipelines with differ-

litation in cases of (a) only deterioration, (b) only seismic,

ent rehabilitation plans for any two hazard scenarios to the

and (c) a combination of deterioration and seismic hazards.

summation of the length of all CWSS pipelines using the fol-

The results corresponding to a budget constraint of $30

lowing equation:

million are used in this paper for discussing the comparative
analysis of various hazard scenarios and the resulting sets of
rehabilitation choices.
Figure 7 presents the distributions of CWSS pipelines
measured by length that are selected for each rehabilitation

PDm,n

PNp  m,n 
i¼1 Lj
¼ PNp   × 100%
j¼1 Lj

(16)

where PDm,n is the percentage difference between hazard
scenarios m and n; Np is the total number of CWSS pipelines; Lj is the length of pipe j; and Lm,n
is 0 if
j
rehabilitation strategies of pipe j in m and n hazard scenarios are the same, while it is equal to Lj if rehabilitation
strategies of pipe j in m and n hazard scenarios are different.
It can be seen from Table 2 that the percentage differences in rehabilitation strategies for multiple pairs of
hazard scenarios are considerably signiﬁcant. Although the
percentage differences are signiﬁcant, several similarities
existed in the characteristics of the pipelines chosen for
rehabilitation in multiple hazards. The three hazard scen-

Figure 6

|

Comparison of maximum resilience values produced by the three optimization
algorithms for various budget constraints.
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Distribution of pipelines by length in each rehabilitation category.
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Percentage differences in rehabilitation preferences between pairs of hazard

will maximize the system resilience for each hazard

scenarios

scenario.

Hazard scenarios

% Differences

Integrated and deterioration hazards

41%

Deterioration and seismic hazards

70%

Integrated and seismic hazards

70%

As per Table 1, the ‘relining’ alternative does not change
the fragility of a pipeline and therefore would not result in
considerable variation across the three hazard scenarios.
Consequently, only those pipelines selected for ‘replacement’
are analyzed. It should be noted that the obtained rehabilita-



The buffer head component hi,t  hi,t in Equation (1) is

tion solutions may be inﬂuenced by the fact that the majority

not expected to contribute signiﬁcantly towards variation

and are located in the same LPI zone. Comparing entire

in rehabilitation solutions because it is independent of the

sets of rehabilitated pipelines may, therefore, result in mis-

hazard scenario. Therefore, variation in the rehabilitation

leading interpretations with inherent bias towards populous

solutions for different hazard scenarios is expected to be

pipeline features. Consequently, in an attempt to carry out

dependent on how much inﬂuence the fragility parameter

an unbiased analysis, pipelines are categorized into various

has on the resilience metric. The observed variation in the

homogenous groups for correlating their replacement selec-

rehabilitation solutions is correlated with the variation in

tion with estimated fragility improvements for the three

the fragility estimates for each hazard scenario to better

hazard scenarios in a normalized manner. A homogenous

identify the characteristics of pipelines whose rehabilitation

group of pipelines are made of the same material, are of
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fragility improvement does not depend on the LPI prob-

Characteristics of homogenous pipeline groups

ability

of

replaced

pipeline’s

location.

Replacement

Group
number

Length of CWSS pipelines
in the group (km)

Material

Length

LPI zone

1

33.5

DI

100 m

45%

marized in Figure 9 using the distributions of replaced

2

42.6

DI

100 m

45%

CWSS pipeline diameters, materials, and LPI values

3

16.6

DI

100 m

95%

measured by length.

4

16.0

DI

100 m

95%

As per Figure 9, many CWSS pipelines selected for

strategies determined for the deterioration hazard are sum-

5

12.5

CI

100 m

45%

replacement are DI pipelines, with less than 152.4 mm

6

13.4

CI

100 m

45%

diameter, and located in the 45% liquefaction (LPI) zone.

7

3.8

CI

100 m

95%

This result may be biased due to the fact that smaller diam-

8

4.7

CI

100 m

95%

eter DI pipelines, located in the 45% liquefaction (LPI) zone
account for the highest share of water mains by length in
CWSS. Consequently, average replacement rates of all the

similar length, and located in the same LPI zone. As shown in

homogenous pipeline groups identiﬁed in Table 3 are ana-

Table 3, CWSS pipelines are categorized into eight hom-

lyzed in comparison with expected and observed fragility

ogenous groups. Pipelines adding up to about 1.6 km (or 1

improvements. The results of such analysis are presented

mile) of length are randomly selected from each homogenous

in Table 4.

group for the comparative analysis in order to nullify the

Consistent with the expectation, homogenous groups 2

effect of populous groups. The random selection process is

and 4 corresponding to DI pipelines of longer lengths pro-

repeated 1,000 times to avoid unintended selection biases.

duced greatest fragility improvement and also greatest

Subsequently, the average replacement rate is calculated for

replacement rates among the eight groups. This observation

each homogeneous group over the 1,000 simulations. Repla-

validates the hypotheses that DI pipelines of longer lengths

cement rate is the ratio of summation of the length of replaced

would result in greater fragility improvement than both DI

pipelines to the summation of length (i.e., 1.6 km) of all the

pipelines of shorter lengths and CI pipelines of similar

selected pipelines in each simulation for a given homogenous

lengths. Also as expected, fragility improvement of CI pipe-

group. Results from replacement ratio are separately dis-

lines (from homogenous groups 5, 6, 7, and 8) reduced

cussed for each hazard scenario.

marginally, if at all there was any reduction, with increased
length, and the variation in replacement rate seemed incon-

Only-deterioration hazard

sistent with respect to the variation in length. It should be
noted that the proportion of pipelines selected for replace-

Assuming 50 years as the age of CWSS pipelines, it is

ment from each homogenous group also depends on their

fragility

respective locations in CWSS and their resulting inﬂuence

Equations (3), (4), and (6) that fragility improvement upon

on the buffer head component of the resilience calculation.

replacement is greater for CI pipelines than DI pipelines

Furthermore, there are not any signiﬁcant differences in fra-

of short lengths and small diameters. It is also observed

gility

from analyzing the fragility equations that fragility improve-

homogenous groups corresponding to different LPI zones.

observed

from

analyzing

the

deterioration

improvements

and

replacement

rates

between

ment would increase signiﬁcantly with length in the case of
DI pipelines while it would decrease marginally in the case

Only-seismic hazard

of CI pipelines. Consequently, with increasing pipeline
length, DI pipelines would fare better than CI pipelines in

Based on seismic fragility Equations (7)–(9), it can be seen

terms of fragility improvement. Furthermore, it is observed

that K1 and K2 take their highest values for CI pipelines

that fragility improvement decreased with increasing diam-

and least for DI pipelines. Therefore, replacing CI pipelines

eter for both CI and DI pipelines. On the other hand, it is

will decrease K1 and K2 by 50% while replacing DI pipelines

clearly evident from the fragility equations that deterioration

will not change these factors. In other words, replacing CI
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Distribution of pipelines by length selected for both ‘replacement’ alternatives in the case of deterioration hazard scenario.

CWSS pipeline rehabilitation preferences for deterioration hazard

LPI zone produced greater fragility improvement than replacing CI pipelines in the 45% LPI zone. The distribution of

Group number

Replacement rate

Average fragility improvement

1

50%

8%

measured by length that are selected for both replacement

2

57%

28%

alternatives (i.e., replace with same diameter and replace

3

55%

8%

with larger diameter) in the case of seismic hazard scenario

4

62%

25%

are presented in Figure 10.

5

51%

9%

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the majority of

6

42%

9%

selected pipelines for replacement are the populous smaller

7

36%

10%

diameter DI pipelines that are located in the 45% LPI zone.

8

41%

8%

The results of the homogenous groups are further analyzed,

CWSS pipelines’ diameter, material, and LPI probabilities

as shown in Table 5, to identify suitable pipeline characterpipelines produces higher fragility improvement than DI

istics that will aid resilience enhancement for seismic

pipelines. The fragility improvement is also observed to be

hazards.

increasing with pipeline length. Also, replacing pipelines

It can be clearly observed from Table 5 that fragility

with at least one previous break produced higher fragility

improvement percentages as well as pipeline replacement

improvement than replacing pipelines with no previous

rates are higher for CI pipelines (groups 5–8) than DI

breaks. Furthermore, it is observed from analyzing the seis-

(groups 1–4), as expected, due to their rigid nature. It can

mic fragility equations that replacing CI pipelines in the 95%

also be noted from the results in Table 5 that pipeline

Figure 10

|

Distribution of pipelines by length selected for both ‘replacement’ alternatives in the case of seismic hazard scenario.
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improvement. It is also observed that fragility improvement

CWSS pipeline rehabilitation preferences for seismic hazard

is greater for DI pipelines located in the 45% LPI zone than

Group number

Replacement rate

Average fragility improvement

1

48%

1%

improvement in replacing CI pipelines with at least one pre-

2

47%

3%

vious break is higher than DI pipelines with a similar

3

54%

4%

4

44%

3%

5

64%

9%

6

62%

16%

7

54%

26%

8

66%

29%

those located in the 95% LPI zone. Furthermore, fragility

number of previous breaks. The distribution of replaced
CWSS pipelines’ diameters, materials, and LPI values
measured by length in the integrated hazard scenario is
shown in Figure 11. The replacement rates of various homogenous pipeline groups for the integrated hazard are shown
in Table 6.
It can be seen from Table 6 that homogenous groups

fragility improvement increased with pipeline length for CI

representing pipelines located in the 45% LPI zone produced

pipelines, as expected; however, the pipeline replacement

the greatest fragility improvement which translated into

rates are a little inconsistent for the 45% LPI zone which

higher replacement rates. It can also be seen from Table 6

could be due to the criticality of shorter length CI pipelines

(groups 1, 3, 5, and 7) that fragility improvement is higher

located in this zone in terms of their greater inﬂuence on the

for shorter CI pipelines than shorter DI pipelines and also

hydraulic buffer head of the resilience calculations. Further-

that the replacement rates are consistent with the trend of fra-

more, as expected, fragility improvement of homogenous

gility improvement for all the homogenous groups.

groups corresponding to CI pipelines located in the 95%
LPI zone (groups 7 and 8) is greater than that of CI pipelines
Table 6

located in the 45% LPI zone (groups 4 and 5).
Integrated hazard scenario
Integrated pipeline fragilities calculated using Equations
(12)–(14) are dependent on both seismic and deterioration
pipeline fragilities. It is observed from analyzing the integrated fragility equations that fragility improvement is
higher for shorter CI pipelines than shorter DI pipelines
whereas for longer (much longer than 100 m) segments,
replacing

Figure 11

|

DI

pipelines

resulted

in

higher

fragility

|

CWSS pipeline rehabilitation preferences for integrated hazard

Group number

Replacement rate

Average fragility improvement

1

59%

30%

2

58%

45%

3

47%

8%

4

37%

7%

5

74%

51%

6

61%

43%

7

49%

15%

8

40%

11%

Distribution of pipelines by length selected for both ‘replacement’ alternatives in the case of integrated hazard scenario.
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lower than the current prevailing prices and, therefore,
those unit cost estimates need to be cautiously interpreted.

This paper presented and demonstrated a water main rehabilitation

framework

that

simultaneously

accounts

for

estimated growth in water demand as well as vulnerabilities
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The optimal rehabilitation actions resulted for various
hazard scenarios are compared to illustrate their differences.
Although the majority of pipelines selected for rehabilitation
against different hazards shared similar characteristics, the
actual pipelines selected were considerably different as evidenced by the high percentage differences. It was observed
that replacing longer segments of DI pipelines resulted in
greater resilience enhancement of the studied WSS for
deterioration hazard and that such resilience beneﬁts
increased with the length of replaced DI pipe segments. Furthermore, it was observed that replacing CI pipelines,
especially those located in the 95% LPI zone, produced the
greatest resilience beneﬁts for the seismic hazard. It was
also observed that the fragility improvement is highly correlated with replacement rates across the homogenous groups
for the integrated hazard. It was noted that short CI pipe segments located in the 45% LPI zone and long CI segments
located in the 95% LPI zone may be critically located in
the studied WSS to inﬂuence their selection for replacement
through higher contribution to buffer head improvement.
The research limitations that may be addressed in the
future include: (a) the lack of consideration for the type of
pipeline joints which could also inﬂuence the behavior of
WSSs during earthquakes; (b) the lack of real age data for
the pipelines and the subsequent assumption of the same
age for all CWSS pipelines; and (c) the assumptions made
in resilience improvement capabilities of each rehabilitation
action. Furthermore, it should be noted that the unit costs of
pipe lining and replacement used in this study are estimated
based on an old reference. Although the older estimates are
appropriately adjusted for inﬂation, they are very likely
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